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TBB: Threading Building Blocks, provided by Intel but open source	

Complete outfit for multi-core processor parallelism for C++	

•  Abstracts from thread management: high level tool for task parallelism 	


–  Takes care of scalability and performance issues	

–  Automatic load balancing	

–  Platform portable programs	


•  Full integration with C++:	

–  Templated constructs	

–  Lambdas	


•  Concurrent containers:	

–  Vectors, maps, queues…	


•  Specialised memory allocators	

–  Thread local allocation, full cachelines (avoid false sharing), …	


•  Good (and understandable) documentation:	

–  Online Doxygen	

–  Design patterns	

–  Several examples of different complexity	
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TBB	  

TBB	  comes	  with	  
ba=eries	  included!	  
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•  Lambda expressions are anonymous functions and can be assigned to the 
std::function type	


•  They can be passed as parameters as if they were regular variables	

•  When defined, they can capture a specific set of variables ( or all ) > so-

called closure principle	

•  Once they have been defined, they can be passed to functions like 

std::for_each or TBB’s parallel_for	
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•  Using the C++11 auto keyword simplifies the syntax, but does not change the 
behavior :	


•  Capture the variable globalOffset as a reference and use it in the computation	


•  Capture all variables defined in the current scope by value	


•  Can you think of the difference in behavior when using capture-by-value instead of 
capture-by-reference ?	
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•  The parallel execution of a regular for-loop construct	

•  Perfectly integrated in C++	

•  In contrast to pure C++, TBB iterators loop over a tbb::blocked_range instance	


–  Allows you to take slices in more than one dimension, which may suit your problem better	

–  The specializations tbb::blocked_range2d and tbb::blocked_range3d come already with the lib	


•  A custom partitioner can be provided to parallel_for to split-up the computation 
into chunks	

–  The goal is to use the resources as efficiently as possible	

–  In most of the cases the default partitioner does the job well though	


•  TBB will automatically partition the work items in such a way, that the available 
cores will be loaded in the most optimal way	
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•  In some cases common resources ( e.g. external library, file access ) must be 
shared between multiple threads	


•  If these resource don't support the access from multiple threads, the Mutex 
concept can be applied to protect against the concurrent, unsafe access	


���
         Mutex = Mutual Exclusion	


•  If a section of code is protected via a mutex, only one thread at a time is allowed 
to enter this section. All other threads have to wait	


•  Once this thread has left the critical section, the next thread can enter and 
perform its operation	
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•  One warning on Mutexes	

���
        There is almost always another way !	


•  Although it seems appealing to use locking as the obvious solution, it is almost 
never the optimal one.	


•  Even small fractions of serial-only code can slow down multi-threaded applications 
when running on many cores (see Amdahl's law).	


•  Think of 2000, not 2 threads (which your development notebook might have)	
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•  The default C++ container classes like std::vector, std::map etc. are not thread-safe 
by default	


•  If multiple threads want to add their results, an explicit locking must be performed 
(which can reduce the multi-core performance significantly)	


•  TBB concurrent containers are implemented in such a way, that concurrent write 
and read access is possible 	


•  Not all methods of concurrent containers are thread safe: 	

–  read the documentation carefully which methods support multi-threaded use. 

For example, the clear() method of a concurrent_vector does not!	

•  The available container classes are modeled after the ones in the standard library:	


–  concurrent_unordered_map, concurrent_unordered_set	

–  concurrent_hash_map	


–  concurrent_queue, concurrent_bounded_queue, concurrent_priority_queue	


–  concurrent_vector	
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•  std::tuple is a templated class which can hold N values in a predefined order	

•  Similar to the well-know std::pair, but for an arbitrary number of elements	


•  The output will be���
  23���
  24	



